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About This Game

The Mystery of a Lost Planet - Space Hidden Objects Game

A game that makes You use your brain.

We tried to break from the standard formula most hidden object games follow these days, which is "Your
father/brother/husband/sister/daughter/son has been kidnapped/put under a spell/otherwise crapped on by a witch/sorcerer/mad

scientist/evil stepmother/generic evil doer and it's your job to save them."
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The crew of a marooned spaceship must uncover the secrets of an unknown planet to survive. After a crash landing on the lost
planet, you’re left with many unanswered questions. What was the mysterious force that seems to have pulled your ship into the
planet and what are its intentions? The journey to answer these questions will be challenging but you cannot give up, because if

you fail the crew will never see their home planet again!

Explore beautiful landscapes on your journey - visit the islands that float in the air, underwater worlds and alien jungles.
Traverse mysterious caves and damaged spaceships to learn more about this world’s amazing inhabitants.

Small Bonus! Play the game on hard to meet a survivor of a previous spaceship crash and learn about his extraordinary survival
story.

Features:

Explore more than 50 bright and colorful locations

Complete many original quests and puzzles

Pleasant and atmospheric music

Interact with a variety of characters
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Title: The Mystery of a Lost Planet
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
AlikArt Studio
Publisher:
AlikArt Studio
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 553 MB available space

English,Russian,Czech,Polish
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the mystery of a lost planet pc. the mystery of a lost planet badge. the mystery of a lost planet walkthrough. the mystery of a lost
planet pc free download. the mystery of a lost planet. the mystery of the lost planet. the mystery of a lost planet прохождение.
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Perfect way to scratch that "I need to play an economic simulator game" kind of itch. If you don't know that feeling, this game
might not be your thing.. I can barely play this game. It keeps glitching and closing in mid gameplay. It seems like a cool idea, I
like detective mysteries , but this is making it difficult with it shutting down. Any recommendations? None of my other games
have done this.. OK, time to review this one.

The Rail Tours Class 57 is pretty much te same loco as the Freightliner Class 57 when it comes to features and quality. Even
their manuals are almost the same. This one hauls passenger coaches, has a different livery and scenarios for the Settle-Carlisle
route. Here's a pro\/con summary:
+ visuals and sounds are OK. the addon is quite old but I've seen newer addons that looked worse
+ cold start! and some other features like a power restriction until the engine warms up or faults popping up when the driver
isn't operating the loco properly
+ instrument and cab lights
+ NINE hours of scenario play. yep, four of those scenarios are 120-minute long
- you are only able to look around the cab to some extent. this means for sure that the back side of the cab has not been
implemented at all.
- no passenger view
- IMO this addon could be merged with Freightliner Class 57 since they are so similar. Fortunately you can get both on sale
from time to time :). Solid. Dont think this is knockoff of Fruit ninja, this game is in a class all it's own.
The best physics, easy to grasp but difficult to master, Katana X is the true succesor to Zenblade.
Don't hesitste on buying this onew, it's fun and accessable to new and veteran VR players! AAAA. Putt-Putt Travels Through
My Childhood.

Good game! 10/10! The first game that defined the Metroidvania subgenre.
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Boring. Broken logic.
A robot that has feelings but at the same time ice cold stone-heart (un-?)logical acting.
Entire thing makes no sense and the experience is pretty stale.

Also, I am no female and my legs are much longer and look better. lol. Its a alright game, very repedative even for a beat'um up
game. In only 3 hours im already half way done. The Campaign is super short and no multiplayer. You can play as either
rorschach or night owl but its still the same thing except as night owl you might grapple up top to get to the switch(switches are
very over used) or as rorschach night owl lifts up the door you slide under then pull yet another switch. The combat is pretty
nice lots of bugs, im guessing its a bad PC port or coded bad. In the end I would not recomed this game unless its on sale..
Gravel is a fun arcade racer. I did not see any bugs or performance issues.. 12 years later i usedto play this game on my mom's
comp . the game is brilliant till date . coincidentally me and my mom were talking about feeding frenzy and by luck it happend
to be on steam. Well, I am nearly 4 hours in. Like most people I was sceptical about a new studio having a go and also about
bringing Larry to more recent times. The fish out of water angle is pretty cool and I am happy to say that the game is fun. There
are enough nods to the series to satisfy, and the broader pokes at current tech and social media are well observed. Presentation is
bright, smooth and clear and menus are well designed and work quickly. There are a few small occasions when the English
language is lost in translation, but nothing too distracting.

While it doesn't seem as sordid as the old games, and wouldn't shun a bit of the Al Lowe magic, it really does feel like a LSL
game. Much respect to the crew at Crazy Bunch. They can be happy that they did such a great job right out of the gate. I really
hope that the nay-sayers give it the chance it truly does deserve.

The puzzles so far seem pretty graspable. Getting stuck on one thing doesn't mean instant frustration and progress can still be
made in other sections. Let's face it, even the classic games were prone to bringing you to a full stop due to lack of logic.

Finally, a cheaper price point means that it isn't such a risk if you still aren't quite sure about it, plus Steam's refund policy
makes it a no-brainer.

So that's it! Take the leap and revisit the Larry you remember, and not the Larry Lovage that killed the dream.. I like the game,
but didn’t like it enough to keep it. I think the instructions on the tutorials should be clearer.. Short Version => Buy it.

Long version => Purchase it and Praise Sigmar.

Amazing when playing with friends and still fun to play alone.

I'm at over 200h playing without mods, the game is definitely worth it.
The DLCs are pretty cheap and give you access to new weapons (for the latest DLC) which are very cool (especially Sienna's,
Victor's and Bardin's) and new maps.

Very nice challenges as well, plus one game mode that changes weekly.

I had never played the first one, but fell in love with the music from the trailer (Norsca Attacks) for the second one which made
me buy it on the spot.

If you're still hesitating, well even the community is great so you'll always have someone to guide you through the levels and
even help you power up all your caracters.

A must have for eveyone who loves battling through immense hords and make it out alive with team work and adrenaline.
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